Magazines & Online Articles
ArtForum @artforum on Instagram
ARTnews @artnews on Instagram
Virtual Studio @StudioTeaBreak on Twitter

What can I do with a Fine Art degree?
Why study art?

Podcasts & Other Media
Tate Podcasts
Royal Academy Podcasts
Art Matters Podcasts
Virtual Instructor Art Tutorials
Rapid Fire Art Tutorials

KS3 Art
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Framed by Frank Cottrell Boyce - A boy becomes involved in an art heist when his father
leaves home, leaving him in charge of the
family.

Biographic Kahlo by Sophie Collins - A biography of Frida Kahlo, Mexican artist known
for her surrealist art and extraordinary life
story.

Inkling by Kenneth Oppel - Mishaps and madness ensue when magical drawing ink comes
to life in the Rylance home and 11-year-old
Ethan tries to prove he's just as talented as
his famous father.

50 Portraits You Should Know by Brad Finger - Arranged chronologically, each of the 50
masterworks in this book exemplifies a moment in history, or a turning point in the
artist's career.

Tiger on His Back by Bernard Ashley - When
Sofia gets a tattoo of a tiger on her leg, it sets
off a chain of events involving the young
tattoo artist who did it for her.

The Encyclopedia Of Coloured Pencil Techniques by Judy Martin - Explains the basic
characteristics and colour ranges of the coloured pencil, and step-by-step demonstrations of techniques from blending, blocking in
and burning to sgraffito, stippling and impressing.

Clover Moon by Jacqueline Wilson - Clover
Moon lives in a grimy backstreet of Victorian
London. Clover loves to get a chance to paint
or draw. But, despite her talents, she is condemned to life as a household skivvy. Then a
chance meeting with an artist gives her an
inspiring glimpse of another world – and an
idea of how she might find it.
Magic Ink by Steve Cole - When Stewart's
family move into the house they inherited
from his deceased grandfather, he discovers a
magic pot of ink in the attic which brings
drawings to life.

Leonardo Da Vinci by Paul Rockett - Tells us
what it is that makes Da Vinci so important
and memorable, not only in terms of his artistic legacy, but also as to his impact on the
wider world.
Splat! : The Most Exciting Artists of All Time
by Mary Richards - Organized by artist and
covering key events and major movements, it
is a valuable resource for young people curious about art.
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Magazines & Online Articles
Catalyst Magazine
Centre for Computing History
RAF Codebreakers & Communication

Safer Internet Resources
Internet Matters

Podcasts & Other Media
The Coding Train tutorials
World Wise Web Podcasts
Tech Tent Podcasts
Tech Stuff
TED Talks - Computing Videos

KS3 Computing
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

In the Key of Code by Aimee Lucido - A girl
makes a friend at her new school when she
joins the computer science club and learns to
combine coding with her love of music.

Alan Turing by Joanna Nadin - Recounts the
life and legacy of mathematical genius, Alan
Turing.

Urban Outlaws by Peter Jay Black - When
they accidently uncover the whereabouts of
Proteus - a game-changing new quantum
computer with the power to steal topsecurity secrets, it's down to the gadget know
-how of Jack and his team to carry out their
greatest plan yet - and avert world domination.

Ada Lovelace by Nancy Costaldo - Relates
the life of mathematician and pioneering
computer scientist, Ada Lovelace.

How to Code 2.0 : pushing your skills further
Only You Can Save Mankind by Terry Pratch- with Python by Elizabeth Tweedale - 10 beett - Johnny makes friends with the aliens in- ginner tutorials for people wanting to learn
side his computer game when they contact
to write their own computer programs, using
him needing help to save their race.
Python.

The Science of Computers by Clive Gifford Explains the technology behind computers,
what we use them for and the history of
computers from early models to modern day
gadgets.

Gamer by Chris Bradford - Scott is picked to
play in the most realistic combat game ever but this amazing game has a dark secret.

20 games to create with Scratch by Max
Wainewright - gives instructions for programming your own computer games using
Messenger Bird by Ruth Eastham - When Na- Scratch software.
than's dad is spirited away and held for treason, he's drawn into a murky history of WW2
- will he manage to prove his Dad's innocence?
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Magazines & Online Articles
Dance Spirit
Pointe
One Dance UK

Akram Khan
Alvin Ailey

Podcasts & Other Media
The Dance Edit Podcast
The Wonderful World of Dance Podcasts
Bhangra Dance London
Capoeira - Edgar Bombril
Bollywood Dance

KS3 Dance
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

No Ballet Shoes in Syria by Catherine Bruton
-A girl finds comfort in ballet lessons as she
adjusts to life in Britain after fleeing Syria with
her family.

The Book of Dance by Dorling Kindersley - A
variety of international dance styles to excite
any young wannabe dancer. Top tips, techniques and step-by-step guides to basic
dance moves are included.

Summer's Dream by Cathy Cassidy -Summer
has always dreamed of dancing, and when a
place at ballet school comes up, she wants it
so badly it hurts. The holidays begin, but unlike her sisters, Summer has no time for lazy
days and sunny beach parties. The audition
becomes her obsession, and things start spiralling out of control.

The Magical World of Ballet by Lisa Mile The Royal Ballet's guide to the world of ballet.

Little Leaders : Exceptional Men in Black History by Vashti Harrison - Learn all about the
exceptional black men who broke barriers
and fought injustice to realise their dreams
Coyote Summer by Mimi Thebo - A girl finds and make the world a better place, including
inspiration to resume her ballet dancing when choreographer Alvin Ailey.
she forms a bond with a wild coyote after be- Hope in a Ballet Shoe by Michaela DePrince
ing sent to stay with her aunt in Kansas after - The true life story of a young girl orphaned
being expelled from school and failing her balby war in Sierra Leone who became an interlet audition.
national ballet star after being adopted by an
Ballet Shoes by Noel Streatfeild - The classic
story of the Fossil girls and their life at ballet
school.
Swan Boy by Nikki Sheehan - A teenage boy
overcomes being bullied by fellow pupils
when he is forced to take part in a dancing
event at his school.

American family.
Hip Hop by Lori Mortensen - Explores the
history, culture and moves of hip hop dancing.
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Magazines & Online Articles
From idea to career booklet
D&T Online - Terminology
Unto This Last - furniture design using CNC routing

Uni of Cambridge - Materials selection & processing
Food a Fact of Life

Podcasts & Other Media
World Wise Web Podcasts
D&TTV
WEAR: What we wear, how it's made and the impact on
the world
EAT: What we eat, how and where it comes from

GO: How we travel, why and where we go

KS3
Design Technology
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

The Midnight Dress by Karen Foxlee - Rose
wants to stand out at the Harvest Parade, so
she asks the magical and mysterious Edie to
make her midnight blue dress. What will happen to this small town when the girl in the
dress goes missing?

Veg by Jamie Oliver - Whether it's embracing
a meat-free day or two each week, living a
vegetarian lifestyle, or just wanting to try
some brilliant new flavour combinations, this
book ticks all the boxes.

Do You Speak Chocolate? by Cas Lester - A
girl befriends a Syrian Kurdish refugee who
has started at her school when her family escapes the war in their home country. They
bond through emojis, chocolate and Turkish
delight.

My Sewing Machine by Jane Bull - Packed
with easy sewing projects, templates, and
patterns to try, your newly learned skills can
then be put to the test with 20 creative and
original projects to make.

50 Trade Secrets of Great Design Packaging
by Stafford Cliff - Illustrates the myriad ways
The Everything Machine by Ally Kennen - A
designers work; what triggers their imaginaboy finds himself in possession of a 3D printer tion; what secrets and tricks of the trade they
which will make anything he asks it to.
employ, and also in our increasingly technoWildspark by Vashti Hardy - A girl joins a se- logical world to what extent computers have
been used.
cret guild of scientists who have discovered
how to harness the souls of dead people into How Technology Works by Dorling Kindersmechanical animals in the hope that she can ley - Have you ever asked yourself how the
bring her dead brother back to life.
inventions, gadgets, and devices that surTime Travelling with a Hamster by Ross Wel- round us actually work?
ford - A twelve-year-old boy discovers his
dad's time machine and goes back in time to
try to prevent the accident that killed him.

Basics to Brilliance by Donna Hay -Highlights
the importance of mastering the basics of
cookery, celebrates fresh, healthy food, and
the joy of cooking, eating and sharing delicious food with the people we love.
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Magazines & Online Articles
Glossary of Technical Theatre Terms
The Stage
Macbeth resources from National Youth Theatre

What makes a great actor?
Drama Vocabulary

Podcasts & Other Media
Radio Drama Revival Podcast
Broadway Radio
Theatre People Podcast
Approaching Shakespeare Podcast
Drama Resource Videos

KS3 Drama
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

The Diamond of Drury Lane by Julia Golding Set in 1790s Covent Garden, London the first
case of Cat Royal, an orphan who lives at the
back of the real-life theatre in Drury Lane.

Creative and successful set designs by Todd
Muffatti - A resource for set designers, theatre teachers, and performing arts directors to
use to help avoid common pitfalls when creating the world of their production.

Drama by Raina Telgemeier - Callie rides an
emotional rollercoaster while serving on the
stage crew for a middle school theatre production, as various relationships start and
end, and others never get quite going.

National Theatre: All about theatre by Marina McIntyre - Hear from experts at the
world-famous National Theatre about every
aspect of stagecraft, including prop-making,
set building and lighting design, and discover,
Dara Palmer's Major Drama by Emma Shefrom first idea to final curtain, how plays are
vah - An 11-year adopted girl desperate to be
made.
an actress realises not to be so self-centred
after learning more about her Cambodian ori- Designing Costume for Stage and Screen by
gins.
Dierdre Clancy - Packed with great drawings
and case studies, this is an essential book for
Impossible! by Michelle Magorian - Josie
attends a stage school where she is firmly told any student or professional costume designer
looking for additional inside advice.
she has no acting ability. Fortunately she finds
herself cast as a boy in an American comedy - Played in Britain: Modern theatre in 100
but she is mistaken for the star, kidnapped
plays by Kate Dorney and Frances Gray - Exand imprisoned in a dockside warehouse.
plores the best and most influential plays
from 1945 to today.
Master Will and the Spanish Spy by Tony
Bradman - Young Will Shakespeare jumps at
the chance to leave the oppressive atmosphere of home and join a troupe of players,
but he finds that it's not so easy to escape the
ghosts of his past.

Staging a Play by Deborah Underwood - Discusses the various elements involved in
putting together a production, including
scripting, costumes, props, characters, and
use of voice and movement.
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Magazines & Online Articles
Persuasive Techniques
Wattpad - Creative Writing
Poetry Foundation

Shakespeare's Language of the Theatre
English Heritage - Victorians

Podcasts & Other Media
Classic Poetry Aloud
The Invisible College Creative Writing Podcast
Word of Mouth Podcast
TED Talks by Teens
Great Speeches in History Podcast

KS3 English
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak - Liesel’s
parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. This is her story and the story of
the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
fall - and it's narrated by Death himself.

Charlotte Bronte Before Jane Eyre by
Glynnis Fawkes - Charlotte Bronte's Jane
Eyre is a beloved classic, celebrated today by
readers of all ages and revered as a masterwork of literary prowess. But what of the famous writer herself?

Pages & Co. Tilly and the Bookwanderers by
Anna James - Since her mother's disappearance, Tilly has found comfort in stories. But
when Anne of Green Gables and Alice from
Wonderland appear in the shop, Tilly discovers she can bookwander into any story. But
danger may be lurking on the very next page.
Inkheart series by Corneila Funke - One cruel
night, Meggie's father reads aloud from a
book called INKHEART-- and an evil ruler escapes the boundaries of fiction and lands in
their living room.

The life and rhymes of Benjamin Zephaniah
by Benjamin Zephaniah - His mission was to
take poetry everywhere, and to popularise it
by reaching people who didn’t read books.
His poetry is political, musical, radical and
relevant. This is his life story.
Speak up! by Laurie Coryton - Advice on how
to how to campaign for social change.

Letters To Change The World : From Pankhurst To Orwell by Travis Elborough - Inspiring letters offering reminders from history
Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury - A future
that standing up for and voicing our personal
American society where books are outlawed and political beliefs is not merely a crucial
and "firemen" burn any that are found.
right but a duty if we want to change the
Lenny's Book of Everything by Karen Foxlee - world.
Lenny Spink is the sister of a giant. Her little
Mammoth Book Of Wild Journeys by Jon E
brother Davey won't stop growing - and at
Lewis - First-hand, heart-racing travelogues
seven is as tall as a man - but they love read- from the world's most remote and perilous
ing the encyclopedia together and imagining places.
new adventures.
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Magazines & Online Articles
French Grammar Tips & Articles
Duolingo - French
BBC Languages - French

French Resources - listening practice
1 Jour 1 Actu

Podcasts & Other Media
Daily French Pod
Coffee Break French - Beginners
Learn French by Podcast - Beginners
Je French
France 24 Television News Online

KS3 French
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

The Tin Snail by Cameron McAllister - A 13
Young Reporter in France series by Sue Finyear old boy moves to a little village in France nie - Meet Ryan. He is in France on a special
to invent a practical car for French farmers.
mission. He is going to find out about home
life in France. Follow Ryan's blog to find out
Tunnel of Bones by Victoria Schwab - Cass
what French people like to eat, what family
awakens an evil spirit in Paris and must enlist
life is like and what their homes and towns
the help of friends to contain it.
are like.
Les Miserables by Victor Hugo, adapted by
Noor Inayat Khan by Gay Halberstam - A
Marcia Williams - An epic tale of injustice,
love and heroism in 19th century France. The pacifist, an Indian Muslim, a poet and children's author, during WWII Noor joined the
story follows Jean Valjean, an ex-convict, as
Special Operations Executive and was sent to
he tries to put his criminal past behind him.
France to send vital secret messages. When
Flamingo Boy by Michael Morpurgo - Set in
captured by the Nazis, she refused to abanthe Camargue in the South of France during
don the most important and dangerous post
WW2. There, a young autistic boy lives on his in France, as the last link between London
parents’ farm among the salt flats, and the
and Paris.
flamingos that live there. Then the Germans
The Culture and Recipes of France by Tracey
come, with their guns, and take the town. For
this vulnerable boy, everything is falling apart. Kelly - Explores the food and culture of
France with instructions for ten recipes.
The Goose Road by Rowena House - AngelMarie Antoinette by Sarah Powers Webb ique finds out her father has been killed in
battle, so she vows to keep her brother's farm Explore the controversial life of this fascirunning until he returns. When the army con- nating queen and the time in which she lived.
Then you decide: was she a fashionable
fiscates all their property, she makes the periqueen or a greedy royal?
lous trip across France to the front lines of
WWI with a flock of Toulouse Geese in a last Oxford Better French - A vocabulary book for
ditch effort to keep the farm.
Key Stage 3 students learning French.
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Magazines & Online Articles
The Economist Explains
New Internationalist - People, ideas & action for global
justice

OnEarth magazine for Natural Resources Defence Council
New Zealand Geographic
Canadian Geographic

Podcasts & Other Media
Africa Geographic videos
New Zealand Geographic videos
National Geographic podcasts
Information Geographies from University of Oxford
GeoKnow blog https://geoknow.wordpress.com/

KS3 Geography
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

The Everest Files by Matt Dickinson - Ryan is
on a gap year, working for a medical charity in
Nepal. When a local girl begs him to investigate why her sixteen-year-old friend Kami
never came back from Everest, Ryan cannot
resist the challenge.

Greta's Story : the schoolgirl who went on
strike to save the planet by Valentina Camerini and Moreno Giovannoni - Biography of
Swedish teenage climate change activist Greta Thunberg.

Illegal by Eoin Colfer - Ebo's journey takes
him across the Sahara Desert to the dangerous streets of Tripoli, and finally out to the
sea. But with every step he holds on to his
hope for a new life, and to see his sister.
Welcome to Nowhere by Elizabeth Laird Omar and his family have to flee their home.
But no matter how far they run, the shadow
of war follows and they have to escape their
homeland altogether.
Through My Eyes-Natural Disaster Zones series edited by Lyn White - These inspirational stories of courage, resilience and hope give
insight into the environment, culture and
identity through one child's eyes.

The Problem with Plastic by Ruth Owen Explains how waste plastic is damaging our
oceans and waterways, and what we can do
to stop this.
Physical and Human Geography series by
Joanna Brundle - Looks at case studies of
natural disasters and geographical features
around the world.
This Book is Not Rubbish by Isabel Thomas 50 practical tips on how to conserve natural
resources and be kinder to our planet.
From Raindrop to Tap by Michael Bright Explains how clean water reaches our homes,
what we use water for, and why it is important to not to waste water. Part of the
Source to Resource series.

Wolf Wilder by Katherine Rundell - When the
Russian Army threatens her, Feo must go on
the run. A story of revolution and adventure,
about standing up for the things you love and
fighting back. And, of course, wolves.
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Magazines & Online Articles
BBC History online
BBC History Extra (print magazine in Library)
The British Library Manuscripts and Archives

How did slave-owners shape Britain?
History Matters blog from University of Sheffield

Podcasts & Other Media
History Hit Podcasts
Stuff You Missed in History Class
Mr Allsop History Podcasts in Chronological Order
The British Museum podcasts
Britain's Forgotten Slave Owners

KS3 History
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Freedom by Catherine Johnson - A 12-yearold boy struggles to break the bonds of his
slavery when he brought over to England
from Jamaica with his master.

Dangerous Days In Elizabethan England by
Terry Deary - Explodes the myths that permeate our understanding of the past - with a
healthy dash of pitch-black humour.

Black Powder by Ally Sherrick - A boy discovers a plot to blow up the Houses of Parliament while on a journey to London to try and
save his father from the hangman's noose.

What Happened When In The World by
Dorling Kindersley - Facts and statistics
about places and countries around the world
and the things that are found there.

Respect! By Michaela Morgan - The inspiring
true story of Walter Tull, who overcame a
tough childhood in a Children's Home to become the first black Premier League football
player and the first black infantry officer in
the British Army.

Who Broke the Wartime Codes? By Nicola
Barber - How do we know about the men
and women who broke important World War
II military and diplomatic codes? What were
the challenges, and what happened to them?

Now or Never by Bali Rai - A young Indian
soldier serving in the British army faces racism as he and his friends make their way to
the evacuation zone at Dunkirk.

by Peter Frankopan - Moves through time
and history sewing the threads from different
peoples, empires, and continents into a phenomenal history of the globe.

Suffragettes and the Fight for the Vote by
Bone Talk by Candy Gourlay - A coming-ofSarah Ridley - Follows the history of the
age story set at the end of the 19th century in British Suffrage movement through contema remote village in the Philippines in the
porary photos and artefacts.
midst of being colonised.
The Silk Roads: A New History of the World
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Magazines & Online Articles
Catalyst Magazine
BBC Maths
NRICH

Parallel Maths Project
Bowland Maths

Podcasts & Other Media
Numberphile
Khan Academy
BBC More or Less podcast
Dr Hannah Fry's videos
Sumaze maths puzzle apps

KS3 Mathematics
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Noah Scape Can't Stop Repeating Himself by
Guy Bass - Annoyed that the world doesn't
run the way he wants, a boy gains the power
to replicate himself, but with unforeseen consequences.

How big is 43 quintillion? By Lynn HugginsCooper - Simple explanations accompanied
by amusing infographics help readers visualise large numbers and get a grip on basic concepts in Maths.

Never Odd or Even by John Townsend - Eliot
has an awesome brain! He loves palindromes
and maths and he uses his talent to solve the
mystery behind the burglary but it's not who
you may have suspected.

A Maths Journey Around The Wonders Of
The World by Steve Mills - Find out how the
maths you learn at school can help you go on
an adventure exploring the seven wonders of
the world!

Einstein: The Girl Who Hated Maths by John
Agard - From the mysterious power of the
decimal point to the oddity of odd numbers,
fun and wonder are the essence of these remarkable poems.

Katherine Johnson by Ebony Joy Wilkins Relates the life and legacy of NASA mathematician Katherine Johnson.

Double Felix by Sally Harris - A new friendship helps a boy to cope with his obsessivecompulsive disorder which centres around
the number two.
Ruby Redfort series by Lauren Child - Fancy
being a secret agent? Feel the panic as teenager Ruby is co-opted into a life and death
situation and must use her genius brain to
survive.

What's the point of maths?
by Clarisse Hassan - Explains how the principles of maths work and looks at examples of
how maths is part of our everyday lives.
Grace Hopper: The Woman Behind Computer Programming by Nancy Loewen - Looks
at the life and achievements of mathematician and computer programmer Grace Hopper.
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Magazines & Online Articles
BBC Bitesize KS3 Music
Hayes Music Blog
Black Sailors and Sea Shanties resources

Music Vocabulary Sheet
Harmony website with music analyses and glossary of
terms

Podcasts & Other Media
Free Browser Based Music Software KS3
BBC Ten Pieces resources
Sticky Notes Classical Music podcasts
Jam Zone lesson videos
Strong Songs podcasts

KS3 Music
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Don't Stop Thinking About Tomorrow by Siobhan Curham - A British girl and a Syrian refugee find strength in each other to pursue
their dreams for the future and overcome
their present hardships.

50 Things You Should Know About Music by
Rob Baker - An introduction to the genres,
musicians, instruments and musical events
that have shaped the world of music.

Broken Strings by Maria Farrer - Jess's dream
to be a violinist dies when she fails an audition for music school - until her grandmother
shows up promising six months of tuition in
exchange for Jess living with her and following her rules. There, Jess will uncover a devastating secret.

The Music Scene series by Matt Anniss Looks at working in the music industry from
the singers and musicians to the technicians
and management behind the scenes.

The Ultimate Guide to Music by Joe Fullman
Solo by Kwame Alexander - A teenager strug- - A fascinating introduction to music and the
gles to find his place in the world in the shad- orchestra for children, covering everything
ow of his washed-up rock star father.
you need to know about the subject.

Black History Makers: Musicians by Debbie
Foy - Key musicians from black history such
as Paul Robeson, Michael Jackson and Shirley
Rock War by Robert Muchamore - Three
Bassey. Biographies and looking at the legacy
different teenagers find themselves on course they have left behind.
for the battle of their lives in an amazing new The Tom Gates Music Book by Liz Pichon reality TV show: Rock War!
Six original pieces of music, levelled at Grade
On the Come Up by Angie Thomas - Teenager 1 to practice for guitar, ukulele, drums, voBri wants to pursue her dream of being a rap cals, piano and recorder.
star but her family troubles keep getting in
the way.
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Magazines & Online Articles
My Sport Science blog
UK Sport Athlete blogs
Journal of Sport Science and Medicine

Journal of Human Sport and Exercise
AQA PE Vocabulary List

Podcasts & Other Media
BBC Stumped cricket podcasts
The Effortless Swimming Podcast
The Tennis Podcast
BBC Don't Tell Me the Score Podcast
Youth Sports podcasts lists

KS3
Physical Education
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Booked, The Crossover and Rebound by
Kwame Alexander - Novels written in verse
(like poetry but not usually rhyming) that
have football and basketball as important aspects of the protagonist's life. All titles are
action-packed, emotive and fast to read.

Incredible Sporting Champions by Georgia
Amson-Bradshaw - Biographies of women
throughout history who have excelled in the
field of sport.

Lily and the Rockets by Rebecca Stevens - A
teenage girl joins a football team as goal
keeper at the end of World War I.
Ghost by Jason Reynolds - A boy from a
rough background is given a chance to turn
his life around when the coach from his local
running club recognises his obvious talent.
Bowl Like the Devil by Bob Cattell - Cricketmad Tyrone is overjoyed when a mysterious
stranger shows him how to bowl better than
he ever has before. But what price will he
have to pay for his new skills?
Rugby Academy by Tom Palmer - When his
fighter pilot dad has to go to war, footballmad Woody is sent to a boarding school
where he learns to play rugby.

Rugby by Dorling Kindersley - This exciting
introduction to rugby helps kids get to grips
with the rules of the game, learn rugby skills,
and stock up on rugby world records.
Football School series by Alex Bellos and
Ben Lyttleton - A humorous look at the sport
of football and how it influences world culture. There are 3 seasons in the series plus a
Star Players title with biographies of 50 influential male and female football heroes.
Cricket by Clive Gifford -A step by step guide
to cricket. Learn how to perfect the skills, tactics and theory of the sport - from basic drills
to complete rules.
Gymnastics by Paul Mason - Comprehensive
guide to gymnastics containing everything
you need to know to participate in the sport,
including sections about trampolining.
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Magazines & Online Articles
Safer Internet Resources
British Youth Council
Kids Health advice

NSPCC Safety Advice
Mind Mental Health Advice

Podcasts & Other Media
Dear Hank and John Podcasts
Teen Tips Podcast
Youth Voice Pioneers Podcast
Mental Health Foundation videos and podcasts
Guided Meditations podcasts

KS3
PSHE/ Citizenship
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Goodbye Stranger by Rebecca Stead - A
group of tweens negotiate the tricky transition from childhood into young adulthood,
including being different, finding first love and
making tough decisions about social media.

Project You by Aubre Andrus - More than 50
ways to calm down, de-Stress and feel great!

Ella on the Outside by Cath Howe - When Ella
joins a new school she is befriended by a girl
who turns out to be cruel and manipulative. A
book that explores how children can have secret lives and the value of trust and friendship.

Do Something: Activism for Everyone by
Kajal Odedra - This is a user's guide to activism by one of the UK's biggest names in grass
-roots campaigning. Illustrated with lessons
from the real world, it is a guide to creating
change for anyone who has ever asked themselves 'why hasn't anyone done something
about that?'

Puberty and Growing Up by Anna Claybourne - Gives advice and information on
puberty and the problems that arise during
Don't Feed the Troll by John Hickman - A boy this time of development.
starts to troll a girl and her friend online when Positively Teenage and other titles by Nicola
she seemingly rejects him after he asks her
Morgan - Advice on how to approach your
out.
teenage years with positivity and optimism.

Vote for Effie by Laura Wood - A girl dissatisfied with her new school's lack of support for
troubled students runs for class president
against a popular but callous boy.
Girl Next Door by Karen Moncriefe - Kelsey
makes friends with Imani when her family
move in next door, despite her mum and dad
being racist and disliking Imani's family for
being West African.

What is Consent? Why is it Important and
other Big Questions by Louise Spilsbury and
Yas Necati- Explores issues surrounding the
topic of consent.
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Magazines & Online Articles
BBC Religion and Ethics
RE Online Subject Knowledge
RE Vocabulary Definitions

NATRE Resources for KS3
United Religions Initiative: World Religions

Podcasts & Other Media
Short and Curly ethics podcast
True Tube videos
On Being Podcast: Interview with Jason Reynolds about
Fortifying Imagination
The Liturgists Podcast

The BIG We Podcast

KS3
Religious Education
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park Based on true events, two interlinked stories
tell of a boy who flees violence in 1980's Sudan and a girl whose life revolves around
fetching water from a pond which takes her
eight hours a day.

Bible Characters Visual Encyclopedia
by Peter Chrisp - A visual guide to more than
90 bible characters from the Old and New
Testaments, from Adam and Eve to Jesus and
the Apostles.

Artichoke Hearts by Sita Brahmachari - Mira
blossoms to her full potential during an important rite of passage.

tion And Changed The World by Malala
Yousafzai - Malala tells her story - from her
childhood in the Swat Valley to the shooting,
her recovery and new life in England.

Peace and Me by Ali Winter - Explores the
The Dog Runner by Bren MacDibble - Set in a concept of peace through the actions and
future Australia where crops have failed, two deeds of 12 Nobel Peace Prize winners from
siblings escape a dying city with their sled
the 20th and 21st centuries.
dogs to find their mother, living upcountry.
Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up For Educa-

Aru Shah and the End of Time by Roshani
Chokshi -A girl learns she is an Indian demigod when she accidentally releases a demon
from a cursed lamp, and sets out on a quest
to prevent the End of Time.
Lie Kill Walk Away by Matt Dickinson - Joe
and Becca uncover a deadly secret. A lethal
bioweapon is about to be unleashed. Millions
will suffer a terrible death unless they can
stop it.

The Extraordinary Life of Stephen Hawking
by Kate Scott - Biography of British physicist,
Stephen Hawking, known for his work on
quantum physics and cosmology.
Stand Up, Stand Out by Kay Woodward Profiles of twenty-five people from different
cultures and time periods who stood up for
things they believed in.
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Magazines & Online Articles
Catalyst Magazine
Science Journal for Kids and Teens
Frontiers for Young Minds

Young Scientists Journal
Science News for Students

Podcasts & Other Media
The Best Thing Since Sliced Bread? Podcasts
The Infinite Monkey Cage Podcasts
Science Friday Podcasts
Radio Lab for Kids Podcasts
Khan Academy

KS3 Science
Further Reading

Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Itch series by Simon Mayo - A science-mad
boy finds his life in danger when he discovers
a brand new element that many scientists are
eager to get their hands on.

Go Quiz Yourself! Outer Space by Izzi Howell
- Gives facts about outer space with a quiz at
the end of each section.

The Infinite Lives of Maisie Day
by Christopher Edge - A 10-year-old science
prodigy experiences two parallel stories centring on the events around her 10th birthday.
All of Christopher Edge’s books are recommended and include scientific topics such as
the universe and time.
The Dog Who Saved the World
by Ross Welford - A girl embarks on a quest
to save every dog in the world when a virus
threatens to wipe them all out.

Life-Saving Science series by Joanna Brundle
-Looks at how antibiotics, vaccines, scans and
anaesthetics were created and developed,
and the changes these discoveries made to
medicine.
Straight Forward with Science series by Peter Riley - Important facts about the human
body, materials & properties, lifecycles, electricity and classification & evolution.

Gut Garden: A journey into the wonderful
world of your microbiome by Katie Brosnan
- Within our bodies hides an entire world of
Runaway Robot by Frank Cottrell-Boyce - In a organisms called microbes. They digest our
near future, a boy coming to terms with losfood and protect our immune systems; withing his hand in an accident discovers a robot
out them, we would die. Follow the digestive
in lost property at the airport and rescues him process from the moment the food enters
from destruction.
our mouths to the moment the waste leaves
our bodies and gain an insight into the vast
The Girl with Space in Her Heart
ecosystem that exists inside us.
by Lara Williamson - A girl uses her love of
space and astronomy to help overcome her
How the Body Works by Nicola Temple - An
loss after her father walked out on the family. exploration of the weird and wonderful processes that occur within the human body.
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